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STRONG CARLEMAN AND STRONG UNIFORM
APPROXIMATION

ANNFTTE SINCLAIR

A primary objective of this article is to establish and apply relations
between Carleman approximation and strong Carleman approximation,
also between uniform and strong uniform approximation. Strong Carle-
man and strong uniform approximation, as herein defined, imply Carle-
man and uniform approximation, respectively.

Results are given for approximation on a closed set E on an open
Riemann surface 9ΐ, hence include, in particular, approximation on closed
subsets of the complex plane and of the real axis. If every function
/ e A(E) (that is,/continuous on E and analytic on the interior E° of E)
can be Carleman (alternatively, uniformly) approximated on E by func-
tions of M(9ΐ) (that is, by functions meromorphic on 9ΐ), then every such
function / can also be strongly-Carleman (strongly-uniformly) approxi-
mated on E by meromorphic functions. (See Theorem 2 and Corollary
2.1.)

For both strong Carleman and strong uniform approximation, the
closeness of approximation required is stipulated by a continuous func-
tion ε = e(p). With appropriate restrictions in a neighborhood of each of
its zeros, the function ε is allowed zeros on E° and at some points of dE,
whereas for Carleman approximation ([6], [7], [10]), the continuous func-
tion ε = ε(p) specifying closeness of approximation is bounded away
from zero on every compact subset of E. Whether ε is allowed to vanish at
a particular boundary point of E depends on the behavior of / near that
point. When / is the function to be approximated, an interesting possibil-
ity as an ε-function is rf(p), where r is a real number between 0 and 1,
although this is not always an admissible ε-function.

The function / to be approximated on E is meromorphic o n £ ° and
continuous on E, except at poles, and may even have 'poles' of a
restricted type on dE. (We shall abbreviate by writing: / e M(E).) An
assigned inequality \f(p) — g(p)\ < \ε(p)\, of course, requires that g
interpolates / at each zero of ε = ε(/?), except that if/has a pole at such a
zero q e E, then ^mp_¥q pGE{f{p) - g(p)) = 0.
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For strong Carleman approximation, the ε-closeness of approximation
is assigned by an ε^-function. A function ε = ε(p) which is continuous on
the closed set E will be called an eg-function if, for each zero q of ε on £,
there is a smallest positive integer nq, called the order of q, and a
neighborhood JΓq such that the following condition holds: the function
defined as ε{p)/(p — q)n« is nonvanishing and continuous on (JΓq Π E)9

except for a removable singularity at q. Corresponding to given / continu-
ous on E (except for poles), we shall say that an Exjunction is f-admissible
provided that, for each zero q of ε (order nq), there is a neighborhood JΓq

of q such that/(/?)/(/? - q)n* e M{JTq n E).
With A(T) indicating the set of functions continuous on T( c 9ΐ) and

analytic on T°9 the interior of T9 A($i) denotes the set of functions
analytic on 9ΐ. We let A(ΪR)OE designate the subset of A(?H) whose
elements are nonvanishing in di \ E.

For strong uniform approximation, an εE ^-function is used. We shall
call a function ε, which is continuous on E, an εE ^-function if there exists
h e A{$ί)OE such that ε(ρ)/h(p) is bounded from zero when/? e E. If
we can also require that//A e M(E), then we shall call ε an f-admissible
eE^-function.

If, for given / defined on E and an arbitrary /-admissible ε^function
ε = ε(/?), there exists g in a specified class M such that \f(p) — g(p)\ <
\ε(p)\ when/> G £, we shall say that/can be strongly-Carleman approxi-
mated on E—for brevity, str.-C. approximated on E—by functions of M.
If, for an arbitrary/-admissible εEoo -function ε = ε(p), there exists g e M
such that \f(p) — g(p)\ < \ε(p)\ when/? e E, we shall say that/can be
strongly-uniformly (str.-u.) approximated on E by functions of M.

For a special closed set called a β-set, approximation of a Carleman
type, also of a strong Carleman type, by meromorphic functions has been
studied by the author in earlier papers (1949, 1952, 1958, 1965). As a
special case of an abstract approach to Carleman approximation, with
interpolation conditions (1958), existence of a meromorphic approximant
to a function of A(E) was shown for the special case that E is the union
of disks tangent externally along the real axis. For a closed set E on an
open Riemann surface 9ΐ, the relation between approximation of func-
tions of A(E) and of M(E)9 also the relation between Carleman ap-
proximation and strong Carleman approximation, was studied. (See [27],
also [26].)

Proofs of some main results in this paper rely heavily on a theorem of
S. Scheinberg ([23], Theorem 1), which relates approximation of analytic
and of meromorphic functions and permits assignment of poles, also upon
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a theorem of Gauthier ([10], Theorem 4), which deals with Carleman
approximation on a closed set with empty interior. Solutions of the
Cousin Problems 1 and 2 are basic in proofs used here.

For other closely related work, the reader is referred to Arakelyan
(1964, 1970); Gauthier (1975, 1977); Kodama (1965); H. J. Landau
(1954); Nersesian (1971, 1972); Roth (1938, 1973, 1976); Schienberg
(1976,1978).

1. Introduction to some main results. Clearly, strong Carleman
approximation of functions of M(E) includes both Carleman and uni-
form approximation as special cases. Also strong uniform approximation
includes uniform approximation. By Lemma 2.1 §2 of this paper), if/can
be strongly-Carleman approximated on E then / can be Carleman ap-
proximated on E, with interpolation conditions pre-assigned on any
/-admissible interpolation subset of E.

An isolated subset Z of E will be called an f-admissible interpolation
subset of E if, for each point q e Z, there is a neighborhood JΓq and
a largest positive integer kq such that ((f(p) — f(q))/(p — q)kq) e

A(Jfq Π E). The integer kq is called the order of/at q.
A function g is said to interpolate / on an /-admissible interpo-

lation set Z if, for each point q ( e Z), the function defined by
(f(p) -~ S(p))/(P ~ 4)kq belongs to A(jVq Π E) for some neighbor-
hood Jfφ where kq is the order of/at q.

Suppose sv is a point of £, which may be a boundary point, and that
timp_s pGEr(f(p)) = oo. Then we shall say that/has a pole at sv provided
that there exists a neighborhood JίSv of sv and a polynomial P in
l/(p - sv), say of degree nv such that / - P is analytic on (Λ^ Π E)°
and is continuous on JίSv Π E.

We have let A(T) designate the set of functions continuous on T
( c dt) and analytic on Γ°, the interior of T. The subset of A( ?H) whose
elements are nonvanishing in ?ft\E we have denoted by A(?R)OE. If,
except possibly for poles, / is analytic on T° and continuous on Γ, we
write: f & M(T). Then M(9l) denotes the set of functions analytic
everywhere on 9ΐ except for poles. We let MS(T) be the subset of M(T)
whose poles lie on S (o T). With N(T) the set of functions, each of
which is meromorphic on some open set containing T, we let H(T)
specify the subset of N(T) consisting of functions each of which is
analytic on some open containing T. Then NS(T) is the subset of N(T)
each element of which has any poles which lie on T at points of S.
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THEOREM 1. Suppose the closed set E is contained in 9t, where 9ΐ is an

open Riemann surface, and that P c 9ΐ \ E. A function f e M(E) can be

strongly-Carleman (alternatively, strongly-uniformly) approximated on E by

functions of MEuP($ϊ) if and only if, for arbitrary h in A(dϊ)OE such that

f/h e M(E) the function f/h can be Carleman (alternately, uniformly)

approximated on E by functions of ME Ό P( 9ΐ).

THEOREM 2. Suppose E is a closed set on an open Riemann surface 9ΐ,

and that P c 3ϊ \ E. Then for uniform approximation (a), (b), and (c) are

equivalent. For Carleman approximation (a), (b), (c), and (d) are equivalent.

(a) Every function of A(E) can be Carleman (alternately, uniformly)

approximated on E by functions ofMP(di).

(b) Every function of M(E) can be Carleman (alternately, uniformly)

approximated on E by functions of ME Ό P( 9ΐ).

(c) Every function of M(E) can be strongly-Carleman (alternately,

strongly-uniformly) approximated on E by functions of MEuP(?ίt).

(d) Every function f £ M(E) can be Carleman approximated on E by

functions of MEuP(^R) which interpolate f on any preassigned f-admissible

interpolation subset of E.

Paul M. Gauthier observed that, in (d) of Theorem 2, strong-uniform

approximation cannot be substituted as an alternate condition for strong

Carleman approximation. For that would yield as a corollary an untrue

result, namely: 'If every function of A(E) can be uniformly approximated

on E by functions of M(9ΐ), then an arbitrary function/ e M(E) can be

uniformly approximated on E by functions of M(9ΐ) which inteφolate/

on any preassigned isolated subset of E°.9 A counterexample to this can

be obtained by applying a known theorem (see Titchmarsh, The Theory of

Functions, §5.81). " I f / i s regular and of the form O(ek^), where k < π

for Re z > 0, and/(z) = 0 for z = 0,1,2,..., then/(z) = 0 identically."

COROLLARY 2.1. // P is not assigned, the theorem remains true, with

M( m) substituted for both MP($t), and MEuP($l).

COROLLARY 2.21. (Theorem 2 with H(E) substituted for A(E) and

N(E)forM(E).)

Theorem 2 (Parts (a) and (b)) is related to a theorem of Scheinberg

published in 1979 ([23], Theorem 1). Under appropriate restrictions on E,

1 Theorem 1 and Lemma 2.2 remain true when N(E) is substituted for M(E) and H(E)
for A(E).
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he showed: Any function which is locally approximable on E by functions
of A(?R) can be uniformly approximated on E by functions of MP(?R) if
and only if any function which is locally approximable on E by functions
of M( 9ΐ) is uniformly approximable on E by functions of ME Ό p( 9Ϊ).

A function / is said to be locally approximable on E by functions in a
class M if each point of E is interior to a compact disk D such that/is the
uniform limit on (D Π E) of functions of class M. For certain closed
subsets of the plane (See [25], Theorems 10 and 11), a method used by the
author (1952) shows equivalence of Carleman approximation to/ e H(E)
and t o / e N(E). The method was generalized ([27], Theorem 1) to show
equivalence of Carleman approximation to a function of A(E) by func-
tions of Mp(di) and of a function of M(E) by functions of MEUP(9ΐ).

A closed subset of 9ΐ is said to be essentially of finite genus if it has a
covering by a family of pairwise disjoint open sets, each of which is of
finite genus. (See Gauthier [10].)

Next, certain hypotheses for a closed set £, containing more than one
point, on an open Riemann surface 9Ϊ and for P c 9ΐ \ E are stated for
reference: (See S. Schienberg [23].) If 9ΐ is the complex plane, then (hx) is
automatically satisfied.

(hx) E is essentially of finite genus.
(h2) For every compact set K on 91, there is a compact K" which

contains every bounded component of $l\(E U K) which contains no
point of P. (For K = 0, it is understood that K" = 0.)

COROLLARY 2.3. Assume Hypotheses (hx) and (h2) for E a closed set on
an open Riemann surface 9t, also that P c 9ΐ\2?. Suppose that every
function of A(E) is locally approximable on E by functions of A(?Ά). Then
every function of M{E) can be strongly-uniformly approximated on E by
functions of ME u P( 9t).

THEOREM 3. Let E be a closed set on an open Riemann surface 9ΐ, and
suppose P c dt\E. Assume (h^) and (h2). Then f ^ M(E) can be
strongly-uniformly approximated on E by functions of MEΌP(dt), provided
that for any h ofA(9l) OE such that f/h <= M(E), the function f/h is locally
approximable on E by functions ofM( 9t).

The next theorem is based on Gauthier's analogous theorem ([10],
Theorem 4) for Carleman approximation.

THEOREM 4. Suppose E is a closed set, on an open Riemann surface 9Ϊ,
with empty interior. Then an arbitrary function continuous on E {or just in
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M(E)) can be strongly Carleman approximated on E by functions of M(?R)
provided that, for arbitrary f continuous on E and for each compact set K, the
function f can be uniformly approximated on E Π K by functions of M( 9ί).
Equiυalently, under the same hypothesis, any function continuous on E (or
just in M(E)) can be Carleman approximated on E by functions which
interpolate f as assigned on a preassigned f-admissible interpolation subset
ofE.

2. Proofs of basic theorems.

LEMMA 1.1. A function ε which is continuous on a closed set E is an
εE~function if and only if there exists h e A(dϊ)OE such that ε(p)/h(p) is
nonυanishing and continuous on E after removal of removable singularities.

Proof. The set Z of zeros on E of an ε^-function ε is isolated. Hence,
the Cousin Problem 2 is solvable ([12], p. 133); that is, by the generalized
Weierstrass-factor theorem, there exists h e A(dl) such that h vanishes
only at the zeros of ε on E and each of its zeros is of the same order as the
corresponding zero of ε. Then ε/h is nonvanishing and is continuous on E
except for removable singularities.

Conversely, if ε/h is continuous and nonvanishing on E, then at a
zero q of ε the function h must have a zero, say of order nq. Since
limp_> q\ε(p)/h(p)\ exists and is positive, there is a neighborhood^ such
that ε(p)/(p — q)n<* is continuous and bounded away from zero when
p e (Jfq Π E). Thus, ε is an ε^function.

LEMMA 1.2. Suppose f e M(E), also that ε is an f-admissible ε^func-
tion. Then there exists h ^ A(?H)OE such that (1) ε/h is nonvanishing and
continuous on E and (2) f/h G M(E).

Proof. For h defined as in Lemma 1.1, there is a neighborhood of each
zero q of ε such that f(p/(p — q)nq ^ M(E Π Λ^)), whence a neighbor-
hood such that f/h e M(E Π JTq). We conclude f/h €Ξ M(E).

Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose ε is any/-admissible ε^function (alter-
nately, an /-admissible εE ^-function). By Lemma 1.2 (alternately, the
definition of an /-admissible εE^-function), there exists h ^A(ΪΆ)OE,
such that \ε/h\ is continuous and positive on E (alternately, bounded away
from zero on E) and f/h e M(E). By hypothesis, f/h can be Carleman
(uniformly) approximated on E by g e M £ u P (9 ΐ ) ; that is, \f{p)/h(p) —
S(P)\ ^ \e(p)/h(p)\, whence \f(p) - g(p)h(p)\ < \ε(p)\. Since gh e
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Sft), we conclude / can be strongly-C (str.-u.) approximated as
required.

To prove the converse, let ε = ε(p) be any function that is continuous
and nonvanishing on E (alternately, an arbitrary positive constant). Sup-
pose h e A(?H)OE and that///* £ M(E). By Lemma 1.1 (or by definition)
the function εh is an εE (alternately, εEoo)-function. By hypothesis, there
exists θ ^ MEuP(dt) such that \f(p) - θ(p)\ < \e(p)h(p)\ on E, whence
\f(p)/h(p) ~~ θ{p)/h(p)\ < \ε(p)\, as required for Carleman (or uni-
form) approximation oif/h on E, since θ/h e MEU P($ϊ).

LEMMA 2.1. Suppose E is a closed set on 9t, where 9Ϊ is an open
Riemann surface, and that P c 9 ΐ \ £ . // / can be strongly-Carleman
approximated on E by functions of MEuP(?fϊ), then f can be Carleman
approximated on E by functions of MEuP(?ίt), which interpolate f on a
preassigned f-admissϊble interpolation subset Z of E.

Proof. By the generalized Weierstrass-factor theorem (that is, the
solution of the Cousin Problem 2 ([12], p. 133)), there exists h e A(3t)
which has its zeros only at the points q of Z, with each zero of the order
k q of /at that point.

Let δ = δ(p) be an arbitrary function which is continuous and
nonvanishing on E. Then for η(p) = min(|/z(p)\, \8(p)\), the function η is
an/-admissible ε^function.

By the hypothesis that / can be str.- C. approximated on E, there
exists g^MEuP(?Λ) such that \f(p) - g(p)\ < \η(p)\ when p e E.
Hence, \f(p) — g(p)\ < \δ(p)\ when/? e E, and at each point ? G Z w e
have g(q) equals f(q). If q G Z, there is Jfq in which η(p) = \h(p)\,
whence \f(p) - g(p)\ <\p - q\k<\hq(p)\, where hq e A(9t) and hq is

nonvanishing in Jίq. Hence, (f(p) — g(p))/(p — q)kq is bounded and
belongs to A{jVt

q Π E). Thus, g interpolates/on Z.
In the case 9Ϊ is the complex plane, the method of proof for the next

lemma was used in [25].

LEMMA 2.2. Suppose E is a closed set on ?H and that Pa ?H\E. Then
an arbitrary function of M(E) can be Carleman (alternately, uniformly)
approximated on E by functions of MEuP($i) if and only if an arbitrary
function ofA(E) can be Carleman (alternately, uniformly) approximated on
E by functions of MP(?H). An arbitrary function of M(E) can be Carleman
(alternately, uniformly) approximated on E by functions of ME($i) if and
only if an arbitrary function of A(E) can be similarly approximated by
functions of
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Proof. The set S of poles ofmG M(E) is isolated. On 9ΐ, which is a
Stein manifold, the first Cousin Problem is solvable ([22], p. 259 and [12],
p. 132). Hence, the generalized Mittag-Leffler Theorem implies there
exists A e Ms(di) such that, at each pole of ra, A has a pole of the same
order with the same principal part.

Now, the function m - h has removable singularities on E. Hence, by
hypothesis, for an arbitrary positive continuous function ε = \e{p)\ (alter-
nately a positive constant ε), there exists g e MP( 9ΐ) such that

\(m(p)-h(p))-g(p)\<\ε(p)\ onE.

Then

\m(p)-(h(p) + g(p))\<\ε(p)\ onE.

We note that A + g e M £ u P (9ΐ) . Furthermore, if g<E^4(9ΐ), then
(A + g) e MS(?H) ( c M£(9ί)). Since the converse is trivial, this com-
pletes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 2. By Lemma 2.2, (a) implies (b). We next show that
(b) implies (c). For arbitrary / e M(E) and A e A($ϊ)OE such that
f/h e M(E)9 assumption (b) implies //A can be Carleman (or uniformly)
approximated on E by functions of MEUP(9ΐ). Then, by Theorem 1,/can
be str.-C. (or str.-u.) approximated on E by functions of MEuP(?H). This
completes the proof of (c).

For Carleman approximation, application of Lemma 2.1 yields (d).
Since (a) is a special case of (d) or of (c), this completes the proof.

Proof of Corollary 2.3. Since (h2) is just (f) of Scheinberg's Theorem
(see [23]), it follows from (a) of that theorem, under the hypothesis that
every function of A(E) is locally approximable on E by functions of
yί(9ΐ), that every function of A{E) can be uniformly approximated on E
by functions of MP(9ΐ). (See also Gauthier ([10], Theorem 1) for the case
P is not assigned.) Now, by (a) and (c) of Theorem 2 above, every
function of M(E) can be str.-u. approximated on E by functions

Proof of Theorem 3. By Scheinberg's Theorem ([23]: lb), the function
f/h can be uniformly approximated on E by functions of MEuP(?fi). It
follows from Theorem 1 above that / can be strongly uniformly approxi-
mated on E by functions of MEu P( 9ΐ).

Proof of Theorem 4. By a theorem of Gauthier (see [10], Theorem 4)
combined with Lemma 2.2 above, any function meromorphic on E which
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is locally approximate on E by functions of M($l) can be Carleman

approximated on E by functions of M(9ΐ). Then, by (b) and (c) of

Theorem 2 (Corollary 2.1) above, / can be str.-C. approximated on E by

functions of M{ 9ΐ). The proof is completed by applying (d) of Theorem 2.

3. Some sufficient point set conditions for strong approximation. In

this section a few examples are given illustrating the application of

Carleman (or uniform) approximation theorems in order to obtain

strong-Carleman (or strong-uniform) approximation for the same point

sets. Work by Gauthier and Scheinberg gives relevant results, and also

includes extensive references to related material. (See also a paper of H. J.
Landau [14].)

The following corollary was previously proved by the author (see [26])

for the case/ e Λ(E) with interpolation points only at points of tangency

of the circles. Hence, this more general result is implied by Theorem 2

above.

COROLLARY 2.4. Let 9ΐ be the complex plane: \z\ < oo. Suppose E =

U ^ i ? , , where Rt = {z/\z - i\ < 1/2} and that f e M{E). Then f can be

Carleman approximated on E by meromorphic functions whose only poles

coincide with those of f on E and which interpolate f on any preassigned

f-admissible interpolation subset of E\ equivalently, f can be strongly Carle-

man approximated on E by functions ofME(?ίt).

The next corollary follows from Theorem 4 and the Weierstrass

approximation theorem. (See also [26].)

COROLLARY 4.1. A function which is continuous on the real line R can

be Carleman approximated on R by an entire function which interpolates f on

any pre-assigned f-admissible interpolation subset of R.

We let 9ΐ* denote the one point compactification of 9ΐ; that is,

9Ϊ* = 9ΐ U {oo}.

THEOREM 5. Suppose E is closed and essentially of finite genus on an

open Riemann surface 9ΐ, and that 9t*\2? is connected and locally con-

nected. Then every f e A(E) can be strongly uniformly approximated on E

by functions of A(di) and every g ^ M(E) can be strongly-uniformly

approximated on E by functions ofME(9l).

Proof. By a theorem of Scheinberg [22] (see also Gauthier [10],
Theorem A.), arbitrary/ e A(E) can be uniformly approximated on E by
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functions of A(3t). Since (a) of Theorem 2 above holds with P = dt\E,
(c) of that theorem yields the required conclusion.

A set E in the complex plane \z\ < oo is a Q-set if its components Ej
are compact and if no sequential limit point of E belongs to E. (See [25],
[26], [27].) A point b that is a limit point of a set of points chosen one
from each component Ej of E is a sequential limit point of E; that is,
b ^hm{Ef}.(SQQ[2S].)

We let B = {Πm{£,}}. Then, for E* = g U {oo}, where S is the
complex plane, the surface (£* \ B is an open Riemann surface (actually,
the union of open Riemann surfaces, in case B separates the plane). We
note that, relative to ©* \ 2?, a β-set is closed.

In the case 9t = ©\2Ϊ, where © is the complex plane \z\ < oo, the
following theorem is given by Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2 in [27] for the case
the zeros of ε are interior points of E. (For the analogous uniform
approximation result, see [4]; [5]; [15]; and [23].) The strong approxima-
tion result, for the case 9ΐ is an open Riemann surface, follows directly
from Theorem 2 or Corollary 2.2 above, combined with Corollaries 3 and
4 as stated and reproved by Scheinberg in [23].

THEOREM 6. Suppose E is a compact set on an open Riemann surface 9ΐ
and that every bounded component of$l\E contains a point of P. Then any
/ e H(E) can be strongly-uniformly approximated on E by functions of
Mp( 9t). If no non-empty component of$l\E is bounded, then any f e A(E)
can be strongly-uniformly approximated on E by functions ofA(dt).

For a proof of Theorem 7 below, see [27], Corollary 2.3. Also, for a
special connected unbounded closed set E which does not separate the
plane, it was shown, under the assumption that ε = ε(z) does not vanish
on 3£, that A(dϊ) is strongly-dense in A(E). (See [27], Corollary 3.3.)

THEOREM 7. Suppose E is a Q-set on $ϊ = &*\B. Let P consist of one
point from each bounded component of?H\E. Then arbitrary f <E N(E) can
be strongly-Carleman approximated on E, by functions meromorphic on 9ΐ,
with any poles on E U P.
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